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ABSTRACT

The United States Air Force (USAF) is moving from a mission-oriented planning approach to a capabilities-oriented approach to help better prepare for an uncertain future by optimizing its capabilities to face a broad spectrum of threats. This paper addresses the USAF’s approach to capabilities-based planning and describes a methodology for: better aligning the USAF’s approach to operations with its approach to resource allocation; explicitly assessing and making decisions on operational risk; promoting a range of solutions to capability shortfalls from across the “DOTMLPF spectrum” (doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel, and facilities); providing an operational basis for resource allocation decisions; and providing an operationally-oriented forum for addressing combatant command (COCOM) priorities.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

During the cold war, the United States (US) military used a strategy-to-task requirements process to identify the weapon systems needed to fulfill its ultimate mission: ensuring the security of the United States and its Allies. The threat was specific and focused. In planning for this peer-to-peer engagement, senior leadership determined acquisition programs to satisfy traditional and established operational plan deficiencies, or to combat specific threat systems. This Requirements Generation System approach was usually service-centric, with large expenditures devoted towards one particular service’s major program, while neglecting or postponing action on the other services’ needs. In the years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, this system of planning was seen as too inflexible to yield a more balanced and effective force. Large, complex, and extremely expensive programs took decades to field and bogged down our acquisition system. More traditional warfare areas, such as our infantry numbers, were reduced to fund future systems. Today, the US is moving to a broader, capabilities-oriented approach to optimize its ability to face a wide spectrum of threats in a more uncertain future. The US Air Force Chief of Staff envisioned a planning process focused on effects and the capabilities required to achieve those effects in a Joint service context.

“America’s armed forces must be re-balanced for future operations. What we require is a capability mix consistent with pre-defined operational concepts and effects-driven methodology. Future programs must be conceived with this mix in mind. Systems or capabilities based on
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arguments that do not consider the emerging joint character or the asymmetric nature of warfare will find themselves obsolete, irrelevant, and candidates for elimination.”

General John P. Jumper, Chief of Staff, USAF
The USAF Transformation Flight Plan, Nov 03

To help provide guidance for desired effects, the latest National Military Strategy evolved from near-peer engagements to smaller, more dynamic scenarios lacking traditional large force-on-force models. The emphasis shifted away from overwhelming mass managed by deconfliction, to coordinated forces managed with synergy and precision. New emphasis was also placed on non-traditional warfare as the danger of terrorism was realized in 2001. Large reductions in armed forces strength during the 1990’s further complicated force-shaping decisions. The numbers remaining today must be balanced across the services to support Joint warfighting, as well as optimize our defense spending. In 2003, the Air Force Studies and Analyses Agency (AFSAA) undertook the challenge of devising a methodology to analytically enlighten senior decision makers to the issues and possible courses of action for shaping our future force structure. While it is only one part of the planning culture, this process now known as the Capabilities Review and Risk Assessment (CRRA) serves as one of the best examples of institutionalized capabilities-based planning (CBP) in the Department of Defense (DoD) today.

This paper is linked to, and will be further expanded upon by another NATO paper, “The United States Air Force Approach to Capabilities-Based Planning & Programming (CBP&P), Part 2: Programming” by Maj Kirabeth Jeffery and Mr. Ray Chapman. The CBP&P approach describes how the programming piece of the process ties each capability to the money required to achieve that capability. The overall synchronization of the CBP&P process will be able to support resource allocation decisions in the Air Force, as well as the Joint military community and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).

2.0 ELEMENTS OF CBP

For a CBP approach, the USAF makes warfighting effects and their required capabilities the primary process drivers. Just as any good strike planner uses the desired effect on a target as a starting point and works backwards to identify an optimum solution, this top-down approach targets USAF capability levels desired by senior leaders to achieve strategic planning goals within resource allocation constraints. AF Concepts of Operations (CONOPS), in support of Joint Operating Concepts, are used as the mechanism for identifying and analyzing required capabilities. Air Force CBP employs an analytically sound (repeatable, traceable, and defensible) process to identify, assess, and prioritize Air Force capability shortfalls, gaps, and potential tradespace study areas. These measure areas are not system specific, but encompass the entire Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, and Facilities (DOTMLPF) spectrum.

2.1 Scenarios Provide Context

The U.S. Defense Strategy implements a “capabilities-based” approach to defense planning to provide, over time, a richer set of military options across the full range of military operations. This offers U.S. forces the means to adapt to any potential surprise and deny asymmetric advantages to the enemy. Providing the context for CONOPS activities is the Secretary of Defense’s statement that “the shift from bi-polar political-military environment to multi-polar has broadened the range of possible missions and threat environments necessitating a move to a new planning construct that better accounts for uncertainties.” As a result, we have developed analytic baselines, based on Office of the Secretary of Defense for Policy approved scenarios. An analytic baseline is comprised of a Major Combat Operations (MCO) scenario, a concept of operations, and
integrated force deployment data used by the Department of Defense service components as a foundation for strategic analyses.

The Air Force uses the analytic baseline to conduct analyses that can be compared to studies conducted in the Joint world. The campaigns are designed to be as realistic and complete as possible, while maintaining a sense of reasonableness to eliminate bias towards one particular service. Scenario sets are chosen at the beginning of the CRRA process to serve as the basis for CONOPS activity models.

2.2 Capability Framework: The MCL – A Functional Perspective

A capability is defined as the ability to achieve an effect under specified conditions through multiple combinations of means and ways to perform a set of tasks. Multiple combinations of means and ways should be considered. For example, an aircraft by itself is not a capability. The capability exists when the aircraft is flown by a qualified crew, operates under proper command and control, has a secure base, has intelligence preparation, has weapons and communications appropriate to the mission, etc. Capabilities can be thought of as an interdependent package of operational and support resources and activities.

The Air Force defines and organizes capabilities in a Master Capabilities Library (MCL) from a functional perspective. These are the core things we do as a military force. This library of capabilities is designed to be system and service agnostic, emphasizing what we do, not how we do it. The idea here is to consider the multiple ways of achieving military missions using a variety of tools and techniques. A functional capability category list provides a common taxonomy linking AF functions to Joint functions. This list covers both warfighting (force application, communications) and institutional (acquisition, training) activities. Functional categories are more enduring than task-oriented constructs; they are less apt to change due to new systems, emerging threats, or doctrinal updates. They also provide clearer boundaries to assign manpower, weapon systems, etc., thereby reducing duplicity of elements in different categories and refining the examination process.

The AF MCL serves as the foundation of the CRRA CBP methodology. The assessment process begins with the MCL – a functionally oriented list of all the AF’s current operational capabilities, broken down to measurable task levels. A goal for the framework is that it be both mutually exclusive (avoid redundancy) and collectively exhaustive (all-encompassing). As stated, CBP is conducted from a capability perspective, and therefore, not a systems or mission perspective. Capabilities are defined and organized functionally, then evaluated within operational employment context to give senior leaders insight to problem areas [1]. See Figure 1.
2.3 AF CONOPS Provide Scope – An Operational Perspective

The Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF) articulated the vision for the future of Air Force modernization planning, based on a family of effects-based and capabilities-focused “Concepts of Operations.” The centerpiece of this transformation is the development of new AF Concepts of Operations (CONOPS) to guide our planning and programming, requirements, and acquisition. A CONOPS paints the overall picture and broad flow of tasks within a plan by which a commander maps capabilities to effects, and effects to endstates for a specific scenario. Seven CONOPS have been identified to focus on a range of operational challenges most pertinent to air and space power. They are Global Strike (GS); Global Persistent Attack (GPA); Global Mobility (GM); Nuclear Response (NR); Homeland Security (HLS); Space & Command, Control, Communications, and Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (S&C4ISR); and Agile Combat Support (ACS).

The CONOPS teams apply operational views to analyze functional capabilities and the effects they are intended to achieve in the determined set of OSD-approved scenarios. This operational emphasis provides a clear link to the Joint Combatant Commands’ (COCOMs) concerns. Operational experts, lessons learned, and COCOM priorities are used here because they most accurately account for the varying conditions under which capabilities may be used, such as scalable tactical challenges. Here military “art” and “science” merge.

Within their lane of expertise, CONOPS teams define the activities necessary to achieve desired effects. An effect is defined as a change to a condition, behavior, or degree of freedom resulting from tasked actions. It can include physical, behavioral, or knowledge changes, and can be intended or unintended. An AF CONOPS document describes how sequenced operations (ways) are conducted and effects (ends) achieved using a defined set of tasks (means).

CONOPS teams choose capabilities/tasks from the MCL in order to conduct operational view assessments (See Figure 1). CONOPS activity models are constructed to link their applicable MCL tasks & capabilities to effects from an “operational perspective.” They depict simultaneous and sequenced tasks, and are used to
apply realistic conditions, standards, measures, and metrics, and to assess our ability to achieve effects. Weight is assigned to each item in the activity, as some abilities are more important to one CONOPS than another. CONOPS teams use a weighted average from a group of severity factors (i.e., Achievement of Desired Effects, Friendly Casualties, Public Security Confidence, Collateral Damage, etc) and a specific level of Capacity (determined from Proficiency and Sufficiency levels) to determine relative impact to operations. These outcomes are high-level, operational concerns that put shortfalls in perspective and help form the starting point for discussions of relative risk.

3.0 CBP METHODOLOGY

The highest level of Air Force leadership put forth the task—to find out where our deficiencies and overages in force strength are in terms of shortfalls (not being proficient enough or lacking the numbers to accomplish a task), gaps (having no capability to perform a task), and tradespace study areas (identified excesses in the force structure that may be used to reduce costs or improve other areas, while keeping risk at an acceptable level). AF CONOPS teams lead this quest using the CRRA process as the investigatory step. There are three main questions posed: 1. How good are we (Proficiency)? 2. Do we have enough of whatever it takes (Sufficiency)? and 3. What is the impact (Severity)?

3.1 Proficiency: Value Focused Thinking (VFT) helps answer How Good are We?

Value Focused Thinking is a Multi-Objective Decision Analysis (MODA) technique used to structure a complex problem and integrate multi-command objectives into a decision making process. VFT provides the following benefits to the CBP methodology: an understanding of what is important (relative value) before evaluating alternatives, improved communication between stakeholder groups (across CONOPS), a systematic approach to planning that reduces the adversarial nature of stakeholder discussions (it is a debate about values, not about systems), and a better list of alternatives. Through an approach based on VFT [2], the MCL was constructed as a hierarchical list, with elements on each level having common importance. CONOPS teams can use this list in a spreadsheet or database to sum performance scores for each functional area in each scenario over given time periods. The CRRA methodology uses a piecewise linear estimation of the value curve to analyze capability proficiency. Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) are used to help estimate a value function for each measure using discrimination points like “More Doesn’t Matter”, “Good Enough”, “Limited Military Value”, and “No Military Value”. See Figure 2 for an example of the use of a value function.
3.2 Sufficiency: Supply vs. Demand answers Do we have enough?

One of the questions that is being asked by the CSAF is, “Do we have sufficient Force Structure (SUPPLY) to meet the DEMAND of the DoD planning constructs?” Scenarios and time phasing of actions provide plans for the use of specified platforms and systems. While a list of systems required to achieve an effect is not wholly in keeping with the CBP concept, the question of sufficiency can be answered by comparing future force data projections with what is identified as required. Ideally, capabilities needed during the scenario, such as “attrition of enemy armor by 40%” or “200 targets per day for 3 days, 500 per day for 5 days, 1500 per day for 10 ten days, etc. (with some specifics on types)” are used to frame such a review. Regardless of form, this becomes a Supply vs. Demand argument, with time requirements for the campaigns being a most important stressor.

3.3 Severity: Determination of Operational Risk answers What is the Impact on Operations?

Risk is typically defined in terms of the potential downside of a decision or action. An integral part of Operational Risk Management is the analysis of likelihood and consequence. To answer the question "So What?" we must determine the consequences of having particular capability levels (shortfalls, gaps, etc.) in the scenario sets for a given time period and the likelihood that an adverse impact will occur. This forces participants to think from a broader perspective about the role the Air Force plays in warfare.

Operational Risk = f(Consequence, Likelihood)
In other words, given the existence of a shortfall or gap, participants must determine the likelihood of the deficiency having an adverse impact on the Air Force's ability to accomplish the mission or to achieve desired effects during each time period. The consequence is then plotted on the x-axis versus the likelihood on the y-axis for each shortfall over time. The red, yellow, and green bands in Figure 3 are meant to show approximate operational risk levels and help paint a picture indicating the risk tolerance for the AF. This Risk Chart graphically presents operational risk and illustrates changes in its status relative to our current year performance. Operational Risk Management then guides senior leaders to begin evaluating the capability objectives that fall inside the red areas (higher likelihood, higher consequence) and evaluate them in terms of potential risk reduction, resources required, and benefits to the DoD.

4.0 OUTCOMES

The culmination of this analytical process provides a functional frame of reference presented to operational experts who make assessments of our current, mid-term and far-term capabilities to determine shortfalls, gaps, and tradespace. Assessments are then presented in order, according to the level of operational risk, to senior leaders for their consideration and direction.

4.1 Prioritizing Shortfalls

A series of informal senior leader reviews allows the CONOPS to focus further study efforts on two priorities: a way ahead for courses of action (COAs) and/or tradespace study area development and evaluation. The produced list focuses the attention of key decision makers throughout the Air Force, and provides insights to the Joint community as to what are the AF concerns. Initial investment or divestiture possibilities can be identified, discussed, and prioritized to yield candidates for further review. These can be assigned to be researched and modeled using objective analysis tools, and later considered for budget inputs as applicable.
4.2 COA/Solution Set Development

Further analysis refines capability objectives and identifies potential COAs. This effort brings the analytic community together to provide the best recommendations for senior leader decisions. COAs are developed from across the DOTMLPF spectrum to address the top-priority capability areas. HQ USAF works with subordinate units as well as the Joint staff to develop and test candidate solutions using modeling and simulation (M&S), architecture models, military utility, and cost analysis to assess capability improvement and validate the proposed COAs. Solutions can be derived from multiple COAs. Results from the capability review and risk assessment and proposed solution set studies are reviewed and refined at succeeding levels, culminating with a review led by the Secretary of the Air Force (SECAF) and the CSAF. As the CRRA is a risk balancing exercise, the most senior phase provides leadership guidance on areas where risk can be accepted, i.e., reducing an outdated system without imperiling the Joint warfighter. The senior CRRA attendees approve detailed planning language that ultimately guides budget development.

5.0 RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER MAJOR PROCESSES

CBP is an iterative, cyclical process where outputs from the previous cycle serve as inputs to the current cycle. In addition, the products further serve to relate Air Force concerns to those of the other services, feeding the Joint requirements system as it looks for the best possible solutions. CBP is an integral element in resource allocation (such as planning, requirements, acquisition, programming, and budgeting). As proper analysis requires CBP to use data from other processes as inputs, outputs from CBP are used as inputs elsewhere in resource allocation. Defining joint capability categories is an essential early step to implementing a capabilities-based approach because they provide a basis for comparing Service contributions to Joint warfighting, and therefore facilitate cross-Service trades.

5.1 Inputs

Previously identified COAs, Air Force and Joint Lessons Learned, Combatant Commanders’ Integrated Priority Lists, and capabilities development initiatives serve as inputs to the CBP process. Air Force functional area inputs, such as the planning products from CONOPS expertise, also feed the various CBP sub processes. It also requires current Joint strategic guidance, defense planning scenarios, AF CONOPS documents, and metrics.

5.2 Outputs

CBP produces new Air Force guidance to be documented in the planning guidance and sets the stage for implementation in the programming language. Approved ways ahead, potential tradespace study areas, and recommendations to initiate capabilities development go forward to acquisition processes. Guidance derived from CBP is applicable in organizational and technology developments, operational experimentation, resource allocation, and manpower/personnel areas.

6.0 ROAD FORWARD

CBP is planning, under uncertainty, to provide capabilities suitable for a wide range of modern-day challenges and circumstances, while working within an economic framework that necessitates choice [3]. The primary focus of Air Force CBP is to help senior leaders better prepare the United States for an uncertain future, facing a broad spectrum of threats. The Air Force must have the capabilities and optimum force mix necessary to support the National Military Strategy into the future.
Because the DoD has more needs than resources, it must seek the highest levels of efficiency and effectiveness, eliminate unnecessary duplication across the Services, and develop multi-Service efficiencies. This capability requires an assessment of needs above the Service level. A continuing effort to develop Joint capabilities-based assessment and planning methodologies will be essential to understanding contributions to the warfighter, and investment strategies to mitigate shortfalls and capability priorities.

The next step in the evolution is to address the programming aspect of defense planning, or “tying capabilities to dollars.” CBP&P ties the assessed capabilities to dollars to simplify the cost benefit analysis leap for the strategic decision-maker. The NATO paper "The United States Air Force Approach to Capabilities-Based Planning & Programming (CBP&P), Part 2: Programming" by Maj Kirabeth Jeffery and Mr. Ray Chapman, will further expand upon CBP&P.
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8.0 CAPABILITIES BASED PLANNING & PROGRAMMING TERMS / DEFINITIONS

Air Force Concept of Operation (AF CONOPS) – An Air Force Concept of Operations is the highest Service-level concept comprising a commander’s assumptions and intent to achieve desired effects through the guided integration of capabilities and tasks that solve a problem in an expected mission area. Joint Force Commanders employ Air Force Concepts of Operations through Air Expeditionary Forces to fight and win wars.

AF CONOPS Sponsor – The Air Staff Directorate or Air Force Major Command responsible for developing any AF CONOPS in support of the Air Force CBP process.

AF CONOPS Flight Lead – The Air Staff Directorate representative or Air Force Major Command representative responsible for documenting Service-level CONOPS on behalf of their sponsor and advocating AF CONOPS effects and capabilities to their appropriate HQ USAF CONOPS Champion.

Capabilities Based Planning – Planning, under uncertainty, to provide capabilities suitable for a wide range of challenges and circumstances, all designed to achieve certain battlespace effects.

Capability – The ability to achieve an effect under specified conditions through multiple combinations of means and ways to perform a set of tasks.

Capability Gaps – Those synergistic resources (DOTMLPF) that are unavailable but potentially attainable to the operational user for effective task execution.

Capability Objective – The grouping of like capability shortfalls and gaps that allows senior leaders to make decisions on a common capability topic requiring improvement.
Capability Shortfall – A lack of full military utility needed by an operational user to effectively execute a task.

Course of Action (COA) – The COA is a planning and decision process that culminates in a MAJCOM decision. The COA includes a series of alternative program choices developed by the MDA or his designate, presented to a MAJCOM commander and that once a specific COA is selected, becomes a formal agreement between the MDA and the operator (MAJCOM Commander) that clearly articulates the performance, schedule, and cost expectations of the program. The COA provides the basis for the Technology Development Strategy during the Technology Development Phase. The COA becomes the basis for the SAMP.

HQ USAF CONOPS Champion – The Air Staff focal point for Service-level CONOPS and the basket of capabilities described and required by that CONOPS. The Champion promotes the attainment and sustainment of essential Air Force capabilities required to achieve the effects needed by Joint Force Commanders (JFC) to fulfill their assigned missions. The Champion is also responsible for leading the Capabilities Review and Risk Assessment (CRRA) process, advocating AF CONOPS, effects, and capabilities in all Department of Defense, Joint Staff, and Air Staff CBP processes, and informing the Air Force Corporate and the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution System processes.

Proficiency – Estimate used during capability analysis that answers the question “How well do we perform a given task (miles, minutes, percent, etc.)?” Together, proficiency and sufficiency ratings will be used to determine overall health and risk of a capability to achieve an effect.

Risk Assessment Team (RAT) – A cross-functional group of subject matter experts convened to support the Air Force CRRA activity, and representing Air Staff, MAJCOM, DRU, other service, JFC, and government agency interests pertaining to a specific area of analysis.

Sponsor – The DoD component responsible for all common documentation, periodic reporting, and funding actions required to support the capabilities and acquisition process.

Sufficiency – Estimate used during capability analysis that answers the question “Do we have enough (troops, aircraft, supplies, etc.)?” Together, sufficiency and proficiency ratings will be used to determine overall health and risk of a capability to achieve an effect.

Tradespace – Any identified excess(es) in the force structure that may be used to reduce costs while keeping risk at an acceptable level. Areas for consideration as tradespace may be found in capability sufficiency and capability overlap. All tradespace examinations should include Joint contributions.

Tradespace Study Area – Areas specifically identified through the CRRA process requiring additional MAJCOM review for potential divestiture opportunities.
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Purpose & Overview

- **Purpose**: To explain the U. S. Air Force approach to Capability Based Planning (CBP) and the major elements that comprise it

- **Overview**
  - Background
  - Air Force approach
  - Next Steps
  - Summary
  - Conclusions
We have moved from a "threat-based" to a "capabilities-based" approach to defense planning...

... focusing not only on who might threaten us, or where, or when – but more on how we might be threatened, and what portfolio of capabilities we will need to deter and defend against those new threats.

One thing we have learned in the global war on terror is that, in the 21st century, what is critical to success in military conflict is not necessarily mass as much as it is capability. ... overwhelming the enemy with superior speed, power, precision and agility.
"Born Joint" - Capabilities Based Methodology

**Yesterday**
- Integrated at Department
- Systems
- Requirements

**Today**
- Strategic Direction
- Joint Operations Concepts
- Collaboration Joint/Service Operating Concepts
- Joint Capabilities

Rather than systems here

Bottom up, "stovepiped"

Capabilities are born here

**Integrity - Service - Excellence**
**Background**

**CSAF Guidance**

**Then...**

- Hundreds of “quad charts” on major weapon systems
- Indirect understanding of the impact a system (or groups of systems) may have on warfighting capability

**Now...**

“The focus of the CRRA will shift from a program review to a review of how our programs contribute to warfighting capabilities and effects”

*CSAF Sight Picture, 11 Feb 02*

USAF CONOPs will guide our planning and programming, requirements reform, and acquisition.

**USAF CONOPS**

- Global Strike
- Space&C4ISR
- Global Mobility
- Homeland Security
- Global Persistent Attack
- Nuclear Response
- Agile Combat Support

**Capability review & risk assessment (CRRA)**

- Assess capabilities
- Document shortfalls
- DOTMLPF options to fix shortfalls
- Prioritization of solutions

**Operationally focused, analytically supported decisions**

---

**I n t e g r i t y  -  S e r v i c e  -  E x c e l l e n c e**
Shift the focus from “bottom-up threat-based” requirements to “top-down, effects-based, capabilities-focused” needs

Top Down Approach

Joint Operations Concepts (JOpsC)

JFCs  JOCs

Joint Integrating Concepts (JICs)

Combatant Commander

Service CONOPs

Master Capabilities Library (MCL)
USAF Approach
Key Components: CONOPS, MCL

- **Air Force Concepts of Operations (CONOPS)**
  - How we fight (authored by those who do the fighting)
  - Describe how we achieve operational effects
  - Are not systems oriented
  - Link functional capabilities to operational effects

- **Master Capabilities Library (MCL)**
  - Defines capabilities and tasks in a “functional view”
  - Mutually exclusive
  - Collectively exhaustive
  - Organized to show that AF capabilities can link to Joint functional concepts
  - Baseline for Joint & Service analysis

- **Identify Problem Areas:**
  - Shortfalls (Not Enough)
  - Tradespace (Too Much)
  - Gaps (None Exists)
**USAF Approach**

**Key Components: Scenarios, Architectures**

- **Joint Analytic Baseline provides Direction**
  - Scenarios provide leaderships’ context for capability assessments
  - Scenario set must span the range of potential conflicts in all dimensions (politics, geography, intensity, etc.)

- **Performance measures allow**
  - Assessment of current & future capability
  - Comparison across systems and orgs

- **CONOPS Architectures (or Activity Models)**
  - Link tasks & capabilities to effects in an “operational view”
  - Depicts simultaneous & sequenced tasks
  - Applies realistic conditions, standards, measures, and metrics
  - Assist user to assess ability to achieve effects
Air Force approach addresses 3 key questions
- Proficiency: How well do we do what we do?
- Sufficiency: Do we have enough to do it with?
- Severity: So what? What is the operational impact of shortfalls in the 2 areas above?

Bi-Annual assessments
- Must address our ability to cover the defense strategy
- Must be balanced across all scenarios and through time
- Require transparent, defensible data
- Allow time for follow-on analyses in coordination with multiple agencies
CRRA Methodology

Key Components: Capability Assessments

Surveillance & Reconnaissance

Surveillance

Conduct terrestrial / maritime surface surveillance

Conduct terrestrial surveillance

Surveil mobile terrestrial targets

Measures

- Detect mobile terrestrial targets (speed in KPH)
- Provide mobile terrestrial target resolution (resolution in m.)
- Provide mobile terrestrial target level of detail (levels 1-4)
- Provide comprehensive tracking of mobile terrestrial targets (speed in KPH)
- Provide mobile terrestrial target continuity of track (# of moving ground targets)
- Detect hidden mobile terrestrial targets (probability of detection)

Every capability broken down to a measurable level

Data sources for measures:
- Air Force documents
- Subject matter experts when no documents available

VFT/MODA

Inegrity - Service - Excellence
**USAF Approach**

Key Components: Capability Assessments

- Capability assessments comprised of:
  - Risk assessment chart
  - Prioritized list of shortfalls / tradespace
  - Proposed courses of action to address shortfalls / tradespace

- Capability assessments inform 4-star guidance to planners & programmers

---

**USAF Approach**

**Key Components: Capability Assessments**

- Capability assessments comprised of:
  - Risk assessment chart
  - Prioritized list of shortfalls / tradespace
  - Proposed courses of action to address shortfalls / tradespace

- Capability assessments inform 4-star guidance to planners & programmers

---

**USAF Approach**

**Key Components: Capability Assessments**

- Capability assessments comprised of:
  - Risk assessment chart
  - Prioritized list of shortfalls / tradespace
  - Proposed courses of action to address shortfalls / tradespace

- Capability assessments inform 4-star guidance to planners & programmers

---

**USAF Approach**

**Key Components: Capability Assessments**

- Capability assessments comprised of:
  - Risk assessment chart
  - Prioritized list of shortfalls / tradespace
  - Proposed courses of action to address shortfalls / tradespace

- Capability assessments inform 4-star guidance to planners & programmers

---

**USAF Approach**

**Key Components: Capability Assessments**

- Capability assessments comprised of:
  - Risk assessment chart
  - Prioritized list of shortfalls / tradespace
  - Proposed courses of action to address shortfalls / tradespace

- Capability assessments inform 4-star guidance to planners & programmers
Joint Courses of Action (COAs) that address capability shortfalls shouldn’t focus solely on “buying new toys”

COAs should draw on actions across the “DOTMLPF spectrum” as identified by MAJCOMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Doctrine</strong></th>
<th><strong>Materiel</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Operations, CONOPS</td>
<td>- Resource allocation, PPBE, Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Doctrine, TT&amp;P</td>
<td>- Basic/ applied research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- C2, OPlans</td>
<td>- Prototypes, experiments, Battlelabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Deliberate/contingency planning</td>
<td>- Acquisition, spiral development, mods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Organization</strong></th>
<th><strong>Leadership &amp; Education</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Roles &amp; missions, mission directives</td>
<td>- PFE, SKT, PME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Force structure, basing, unit moves</td>
<td>- Promotions, command selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Manpower/man-hour standards</td>
<td>- Oversight/ inspections/ audits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Unit authorizations, grade allocations</td>
<td>- Policy (AFPDs, AFIs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “Total Force” changes/ blended units</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Training</strong></th>
<th><strong>People</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Basic/ technical training</td>
<td>- Recruiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Initial qual/ requal training</td>
<td>- Career field management, career paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Unit training, on the job training (OJT)</td>
<td>- Compensation, benefits, MWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Training standards, skill levels</td>
<td>- Unit manning levels, end strength, PERSTEMPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Advanced degree programs, AFIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Facilities</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Real property, buildings, shelters, tent cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Infrastructure, utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Protective/ security systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next Steps

- Air Force understands that adopting CBP is a crawl-walk-run endeavor
  - Must link assessment results to cost
  - Must revise OPlans to reflect CBP concepts
  - Must incorporate M&S results
  - DOT_LPF vs. M solutions: need techniques to compare their relative contribution to risk reduction
The USAF is moving forward to establish Capabilities Based Planning and Programming as the foundation for how we conduct business in the future.

Our task: make warfighting effects, and the capabilities needed to achieve them, the drivers for everything we do.

Continue developing Joint capabilities-based assessment and planning methodologies essential to understanding contributions to warfighter.

Develop investment analysis strategies to mitigate shortfalls and address capability priorities.
Questions?
Higher Level Relationships

- National Security Strategy
  - Military
  - Diplomatic
  - Economic
  - Informational

- National Defense Strategy
- National Military Strategy

- Joint Vision

- Joint Operations Concepts (JOpsC)
Higher Level Relationships
CONOPS Link Functional Capabilities to Operational Effects

JOINT OPERATIONS CONCEPTS (JOpsC)

Functional context
- JOINT FUNCTIONAL CONCEPTS (JFCs) / FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY BOARDS (FCBs)
  - Battlespace Awareness
  - Joint C2
  - Force Application
  - Protection
  - Focused Logistics
  - Net-Centric
  - Force Management
  - Training

Operational context
- JOINT OPERATING CONCEPTS (JOCs)
  - Homeland Security
  - Stability Operations
  - Major Combat Ops
  - Strategic Deterrence

JOINT INTEGRATING CONCEPTS (JICs)
- Forcible Entry Ops
- Undersea Superiority
- Global Strike Ops
- Sea-Basing Ops
- Air & Missile Def
- Joint Logistics
- Joint C2

Master Capability Library (MCL)
- Cap 1
  - 1.1
  - 1.2
  - 2.1
  - 1.1.1
  - 1.1.2
  - 1.2.1
  - 1.2.2
  - 2.1.1
  - 2.1.2
- Cap 2

Service CONOPS
- Combatant Commander

 эффект

Integrity - Service - Excellence
Background

JFCs are Baseline for Analysis

- Defining **joint categories/bins** is an essential early step to implementing a capabilities-based approach because...
  - They support shortfall, gap, and tradespace analysis, and capabilities-based planning
  - They provide a common lexicon to compare service contributions to joint warfighting and enterprise support and, therefore, support cross-service trades
- Joint Functional Concepts provide a baseline for Joint & Service analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOINT FUNCTIONAL CONCEPTS (JFCs) / FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY BOARDS (FCBs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint C2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP LEVEL MCL CATEGORIES/BINS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CBP&P Definition

- Capability Based Planning & Programming (CBP&P) accounts for
  - a broad range of threats instead of planning for specific potential enemies in specific scenarios in specific time frames
  - a wide range of plausible scenarios instead of specific validated threats
  - the full range of DOTMLPF solutions for capability shortfalls, not specifically weapon systems
  - ties Capabilities to Dollars and simplify the CBA leap for the strategic decision-maker.
Capability-Based Methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements Generation System (RGS)- ~30 yrs prior</th>
<th>Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS)- 1 year old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Partially Interoperable Capabilities</strong></td>
<td><strong>Strategic Direction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Late Integration</strong></td>
<td><strong>Joint Warfighting Concept Development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Services Build Systems</strong></td>
<td><strong>Joint Experimentation, Assessment &amp; Analysis, Validation, Selection of Solutions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Experimentation, Assessment &amp; Analysis, Validation, Selection of Solutions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Services, COCOMs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Unique Strategic Visions and Requirements</strong></td>
<td><strong>Joint Capabilities</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JCIDS Analysis and ICDs

Functional Area Analysis

Functional Needs Analysis

Strategic Policy Guidance

Functional Area
Joint Concepts
Integrated Architectures

Ideas for Materiel Approaches

Analysis of Materiel Approaches

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

ICD

Functional Solution Analysis

I n t e g r i t y - S e r v i c e - E x c e l l e n c e
Conclusions

- Combatant Commanders and JICs will provide set of desired Joint effects
- Develop high level activity diagrams from CONOPS documents
  - Show how AF capabilities achieve Joint effects
  - Assess AF capability shortfalls / tradespace on this basis
- Impact of this approach
  - More accurately portrays the role of proposed solutions if they have joint applicability
  - Strengthens AF positions taken before JCS / OSD
  - Educates & acculturates AF members as to the Airman’s role in Joint operations